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As we are getting close to the end of the ASCLEPIOS project,
we dedicate this issue to insights and future directions; what we
have learnt from our experience in ASCLEPIOS and what will
come in the future.
First, we see some of the challenges we faced during the
ASCLEPIOS demonstration activities (p.02). Then we present
the process we followed to continuously assess the data
processing activities that took place in ASCLEPIOS according
to GDPR (p.03). Afterwards comes a brief illustration of the
ASCLEPIOS assets, that pave the way for its future sustainability
and exploitation (p.04). We close the ASCLEPIOS Awareness
Workshops with a wrap-up of what we learnt from this
experience (p.05). Finally, we provide some directions for
future research in the field of encryption for healthcare analytics
(p.06) and conclude the issue with highlights from the latest
events ASCLEPIOS attended during the past months (p.07).
Enjoy reading!

www.asclepios-project.eu

@Asclepios_H2020

The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093
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DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES IN A
HEALTHCARE SETTING: CHALLENGES
AND PERSPECTIVES
This reality check
is extremely
important, but also
very challenging.
Let’s see some of
our experiences
and lessons
learned from
the making of
the ASCLEPIOS
stroke acute care
demonstrator.

When performing
research on
cutting-edge IT
infrastructure for
healthcare, from
time to time - or
actually all the
time - one needs to
validate and show
the value of new
developments.

Challenge #1: Simulating
almost everything

Challenge #2 – Engaging
healthcare professionals

First of all, one should not get too close to the real
IT healthcare infrastructure. This in practice means
that anything we develop needs to be created on
top of some simulation that reproduces as much
as possible the conditions of the real thing. In our
case, we had to simulate patient data, simulate
patients and professionals as system users,
organisations and employment relationships. We
also had to simulate activity in the system, such as
a patient arriving at the hospital with suspicion of
stroke, or an employee trying to read some patient’s
data. Quite some effort had to be invested in these
simulations, but it goes without saying that they are
still simulations that may leave open questions in
the real case.

Another challenge was to engage healthcare
professionals. Being the end-users who will interact
with the software, we need their involvement to
better understand their needs and opinions. But
these are very busy people who rarely have time
to spend on other tasks than saving lives, and the
Covid-19 pandemic did not help at all. This forced
us to be efficient in interacting with healthcare staff.
For example, to better understand data access
control during acute care, we connected with
junior staff or more accessible representatives of
the stakeholders’ groups. With them, we iterated
and improved the software, reaching a more
mature implementation that was finally showcased
and discussed with a few clinicians.

Featured Image provided by AMC, illustrating a demo session in the context of the AMC demonstrator in ASCLEPIOS
The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093
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ADDRESSING DATA HANDLING AND
ETHICAL ISSUES
Data handling in a research project can be a real challenge. Fortunately, the European Union has
already provided certain directions and frameworks that help consortiums develop coherent processes
to ensure that all sensitive data and the rights of data subjects are not - at any point - infringed by the
processing activities that take place throughout a project’s lifecycle.
As required by the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) any entity acting as a data
controller, prior to any data processing activity,
shall conduct an assessment of the impact of
the operation when the processing is likely to
result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of
natural persons.
Applying GDPR in ASCLEPIOS
In the ASCLEPIOS project, we systematically
assessed whether the data processing
activities of the project impose ethics risks
and, consequently, require a Data Protection
Impact Assessment (DPIA) under Article 35 of
the GDPR, following the process depicted in
Figure 1. In consultation with the ASCLEPIOS
data protection officer (DPO), we analysed all
data processing activities taking place within
ASCLEPIOS using this framework.

Figure 1: Assessment of the need for a DPIA
The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093

And what happens if an activity requires
DPIA?
GDPR has already defined a process for the
conduction of DPIA that consists of the following
steps (Figure 2).

Figure2: DPIA Process

In the case of ASCLEPIOS,we identified that one
data processing activity required the conduction
of DPIA to assess the level of risk it might pose
to the rights of the patients and to define the
measures to address it.
Based on the DPIA process, we reflected on
the envisaged processing operations and the
purposes thereof, and assessed the necessity
and proportionality of the processing and
the risks to the rights and freedoms of data
subjects. Concluding with the DPIA, we outlined
measures to address the identified risks and
ensure compliance with GDPR.
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EXPLOITATION INSIGHTS FROM
THE ASCLEPIOS ASSETS

When trying to describe ASCLEPIOS and how it can be used by organisations to improve their security
and privacy operations, one could possibly go with any of the statements:
A cloud-based eHealth framework that protects the privacy of data during various data-relevant
operations and prevents several types of malicious behaviour, including insider threats
A state-of-the-art approach to perform data operations using secure containers that guarantee at the
highest maximum degree data confidentiality and trust of cloud-based infrastructure
An ecosystem of methods and tools that use cryptographic schemes for performing operations over
encrypted data without compromising data confidentiality

These improvements are facilitated by the
ASCLEPIOS Assets which are all direct
technical or knowledge outputs of the project.
We have put together all these assets in the
following Figure:

As shown above, we devise them in 2 main
categories:
•Technical Assets (blue circle): tangible
outputs of the project (e.g. source code,
the platform, instantiation of use cases/
demonstrators, components, etc.)
•Knowledge Assets (purple circle): research
and academic knowledge developed during
the project by the different partners
The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093

Standalone and together
The ASCLEPIOS assets can be utilised and
operated independently from each other.
However some might have prerequisites in
order to fulfil a specific business functionality.
This operational independence is a result of a
strategic decision resulting in assets designed
and offered as self-contained components that
can be combined and integrated into wider
solutions. Something like a mix-and-match!
How does it work?
For example in the ASCLEPIOS project, different
assets were ustilised and combined in each of
the three demonstrators in order to meet specific
needs, but also to showcase how the assets
can collaborate to offer holistic approaches for
distinct data-related problems in the healthcare
sector. Additionally, this independence of
the assets and at the same time the ability to
combine them, better supports the ASCLEPIOS
exploitation and the sustainability strategy that
will be set in motion after the end of the project.
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LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE ASCLEPIOS
AWARENESS WORKSHOPS
During the past 2 years, ASCLEPIOS, with the assistance of Secura BV, organised 4 workshops focused on
improving awareness on the security and privacy of medical data.
The workshops covered aspects such as: patient awareness on threats and risks relevant to medical data,
threat modeling in medical data processing platforms, the attacker’s perspective on healthcare environments.
Additionally, the audience could get a taste of the ASCLEPIOS solutions in practice, through the three
practical ASCLEPIOS demonstrators.
However it was not only for attendees to take notes; we also had a lot to learn from these workshops.

Physical vs Virtual
The first of these workshops, back
in January 2020, was organized
as a physical event. However, the
following ones were moved to an
online format, due to the Corona
crisis.
Despite the initial concerns about
losing the sparkle of meeting faceto-face, the virtual setting brought
some advantages. For example,
the online workshops were now
accessible to audience from all
over the world. Additionally, with
the setup of the appropriate tools,
the workshops did not have to be
a one-way channel, but supported
Q&A sessions and the collection
of impressions and feedback from
participants.
In a world that has become

so accustomed to online
communications and remote work,
maybe a hybrid virtual-physical
format would bring together the
best of both.

- the ASCLEPIOS demonstrators
showcase concrete examples of
how we managed to move beyond
the state of the art in real life
healthcare settings

What more did we learn from
questionnaires?
Some interesting points from the
feedback we received across the
workshop series showed that:
- there is a general wish to learn
more about healthcare security
- the audience can handle
technical talks, and in fact asks for
more of them
- there is a need for better
encryption mechanisms in
healthcare, and ASCLEPIOS could
be directly applicable in the real
world

So that was it? No more
Awareness Workshops?
After the finalization of
ASCLEPIOS, Secura aims to
keep organizing these workshops
periodically. They represent a
very good opportunity to gather
together people involved in various
areas linked with the healthcare
domain. At the same time, Secura
will remain in touch with the
partners from the ASCLEPIOS
project, for possibly organizing
joint sessions in the coming period.

The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS IN
ENCRYPTION FOR HEALTHCARE

In ASCLEPIOS we explored Functional Encryption and Multi-Party Computation for privacy-preserving
analytics on medical data. On the way we demonstrated their potential but also identified limitations, as for
example their application in advanced analytics. To cover this gap, we have initiated some research on two
new technologies with the potential to enhance the privacy of data in deep learning for healthcare, namely
homomorphic encryption and split learning. Let’s have a look at these technologies that could keep us busy in
the future.

Homomorphic
Encryption

Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is
a public-secret key cryptographic
algorithm that allow us to outsource
computations (including training or
inferencing with neural networks) to
a server that only sees the encrypted
data. Even though with HE we can
do addition and multiplication, it is
not possible to perform non-linear
functions.

Split Learning

The basic idea of split learning is to
cut the neural network into multiple
parts, where the client and server
jointly train the neural network.
This idea is nicely demonstrated in
Figure 2,. We can see that using
split learning, the client never needs
to expose her data to the server.
However, it has been shown that the
activation maps still reveal sensitive
information about the raw input data
of the client.

However, deep learning models
make use extensively of the nonlinear functions in their architectures.
This makes it difficult to train or do
inference on homomorphically
encrypted data. One way to solve
this problem is to approximate
the non-linear functions with
polynomials,an idea resented in
our paper “Blind Faith: PrivacyPreserving Machine Learning using
Function Approximation” [1].

To mitigate this privacy leakage, we
can use HE to encrypt the activation
maps before sending it to the server.
While enhancing the
privacy of client’s
data, encrypting the
activation maps with HE
causes new problems
and constraints on
the whole model
architecture, which is
the active focus of our
research.

The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093

Figure 1: Addition (up) and multiplication
(bottom) with HE

Figure 2: The concept of Split Learning
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EVENTS
DBSEC 2021

The paper titled “Nowhere to Leak:
Forward and Backward Private Symmetric
Searchable Encryption in the Multi-Client
Setting” was presented at the 35TH
Annual WG 11.3 Conference on Data
and Applications Security and Privacy
(DBSEC’21). Read more...

ISCC 2021

A protocol to do inference on data
encrypted with Homomorhpic Encryption
for an image classification task was the
theme of the paper “Blind Faith: PrivacyPreserving Machine Learning Using Function
Approximation” that won the Student’s Best
Paper Award, at ISCC 2021. Read more...

SBESC 2021
The paper titled “Cryptography on
Untrustworthy Cloud Storage for
Healthcare Applications: A Performance
Analysis” was presented at the XI Brazilian
Symposium on Computing Systems
Engineering (SBESC). Read more...
CANS 2021
In the paper titled “Attestation Waves:
Platform Trust via Remote Power Analysis”,
we examine the possibility of performing
attestation by leveraging the capabilities
of side-channel analysis, and in particular,
by meauring the energy consumption of
different entities, to determine whether an
entity is trusted or not. Read more...
The ASCLEPIOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 826093
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We hope that this was a trully
educating newsletter!
But if you are are hungry for
more, you can download* the
ASCLEPIOS Health vs Hackers
Infographic and read some
interesting facts and insights
from the healthcare cybersecurity
landscape in 2021

*Available at: https://www.asclepios-project.eu/
wp-content/uploads/2022/01/ASCLEPIOSHealthcare-Cybersecurity-Infographic-2021.pdf)
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